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“...at its core, good design is for everyone.”
Amanda Dameron, Editor-in-Chief and Executive Vice President, Content
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Modern Design is 
about Living Better
Dwell has been a champion and purveyor of good design for over 16 years. Our strength 
is in identifying and exploring design concepts that are idea-driven, modern, and sensitive 
to social and physical surroundings. Our success lies in helping our community foster 
their own understanding of design principles and how this can further enhance their lives. 
Through a rapidly expanding offering of platforms, Dwell inspires its community with smart 
and thoughtful ideas for modern living.

“The mission of Dwell is to illustrate how innovative design is vital to 

our culture, and can provide a unique sense of authenticity, beauty, and 

fulfillment to our lives. Design is a philosophy that can be individually 

interpreted to better one’s connection to the world.”  

Lara Deam, Dwell Founder

© Photo by Jack Thompson



The Dwell Experience:  
Serving 3.5 million Consumers  
and Professionals*

Print
Dwell Magazine

Special Interest 
Publications

International Editions

Commerce
Dwell Store

Dwell Editions

Experiential
Dwell on Design LA

Dwell on Design NY

Dwell Home Tours

Research
Dwell Insights Group

Inside Dwell Panel

The New Face of 
Affluence

Network
Dwell.com

Dwell Mobile

Dwell App

Digital Editions

Design Source

Real Estate
Dwell Homes

Dwell Prefab
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A Community of 
Design Seekers
Design seekers represent an affluent, educated, influential audience that is passionate  
about modern design. Dwell delivers these consumers a guide for curating a life that is 
uniquly there own.

How has the notion of “good design” evolved since Dwell’s inception 16 years ago? 

I think 15 years ago good design was more about the look of something--was it innovative, 

was it elegant. Today, I think we are using a more human metric. Does it serve a need?  

Does it improve my life? Is it good for the environment? Does it reflect my personal style? 

And, does it look good? 

What design ideas have made the biggest impact on how you live today versus  
16 years ago? 

Design and architecture that express words like authenticity, humility, soulfulness, and 

creativity are what I find to be most interesting now. 

Where do you see design making the biggest difference in the future? 

I think design has the unique ability to connect people to the experiences they are engaged in. 

And if people are more engaged in what they are doing we can have a more purposeful world.

Lara Deam  
Founder, Dwell 

© Photo by Casey Dunn
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Providing an 
Authentic Voice

Amanda Dameron is the Editor-in-Chief of Dwell and as such, drives content across all 
of Dwell’s platforms. She has more than 15 years of design and architecture editing 
experience and leads each platform with the unifying belief that through constant 
exploration we establish where modern design and architecture are today–and where 
they’re going tomorrow. In 2014, the Huffington Post called Dameron “one of the most 
influential voices in the world of modern design.”

Amanda Dameron  
Editor-in-Chief and Executive Vice President, Content

“We believe that good design is design that is  

thoughtful, impactful, and inspirational.”

© Photo by Tim Van de Velde
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Dwell Community 
1,083,000 READERS of Dwell 
magazine show the highest median 
income and are the youngest  
of the competitive set.1

Median Age 42.8

Median HHI $114,023

Employed 80%

Male 39%

Female 61%

Married 51%

Own a Home 71%

Professional/Managerial 57%

College Graduates 71%

Readers per Copy 3.44

Average Age 48.4

Average HHI $172,000

Employed Full Time 81%

Trade 67%

Male 42%

Female 58%

Own a Home 68%

Professional/Managerial 71%

Time Spent on Show Floor (avg) 4.4 hrs.

NOT subscribed to Dwell 54%

Average Age 39

Average HHI $99,000

Employed Full Time 71.2%

Trade 36%

Male 51%

Female 49%

Married/Partnered 69%

Own a Home 72%

Have Children 40%

NOT subscribed to Dwell 66%

1.5MM UNIQUE MONTHLY VISITS  
are connected through Dwell Digital 
globally. Our powerful digital reaches  
a dynamic community.2

38,000+ CONSUMERS AND TRADE 
PROFESSIONALS connect through 
a live brand experience via Dwell on 
Design and Dwell Home Tours.3

DELIVERING SOCIAL INFLUENCERS  
across multiple platforms.

1. Source: 2015 MRI Doublebase. 2. Source: Google Analytics June ‘14 - June ‘15 , Quantcast, Dwell.com  
Audience Survey 2015. 3. Source: Dwell on Design Attendee Study 2015. 

Monthly Page Views 12,000,000

Twitter Followers 616,000

Facebook Fans 674,000

Weekly Newsletter  
Subscriptions

299,000

Instagram Followers 527,000

Pinterest Followers 186,000

Flipboard Monthly Users 703,000
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Informed by 
Good Design 

97%

REACH AN AUDIENCE WHOSE DECISIONS ARE INFORMED BY GOOD DESIGN

INFLUENTIAL

76.7% I like to stand out from others

76.7% I think of myself as a creative person

76.7% People often come to me for advice before making a purchase

DESIGN-SEEKERS

76.7% Owning good-quality things brings me enjoyment

76.7% I am willing to pay more for a product that reflects my style

76.7% I tend to buy products with unique and innovative design

76.7% I believe that good design enhances my life

76.7% I tend to prefer brands that have a clear focus on product design

76.7% ! enjoy discussing design in all aspects of my life

INNOVATIVE AND TECH-
SAVVY

76.7% I try to keep up with technological developments

76.7% I am usually one of the first to try new products/services

Source: 2015 Dwell.com Audience Study

© Photo by Joshua McHugh

get design ideas  
from Dwell
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A Modern Design and 
Lifestyle Network

In 2016, Dwell will combine community and content to launch a new modern lifestyle 
network. Our enthusiastic community of consumers, trade professionals and brands alike 
are invited to explore, get inspired and connect with one another to champion modern 
design like never before.

Leveraging partnerships, the new Dwell network will be an interactive, living, breathing, 
one-stop shop for professionals and design seekers to actively engage with one another. 

As a brand partner you will be able to:

• Engage in real time interactions with our audience in a contextual setting
•  Build your own place on the new Dwell, where people will go to learn about your brand 

and what inspires you through native content integrations
•  Tap into Dwell’s expert editorial team to create stories and explore topics in an 

inspirational and informational way
• Brand and Story Page Suggestions
• Link products featured in images and stories for purchase  
...and much more!

Opportunities Include:

• Native Integration  • Social Sponsorships 
• Original Video  • Homepage Promotion   
• Digital Editions • Flipboard 
• Newsletter Sponsorship  • Contests and Giveaways

© Photo by Jack Thompson
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Digital Product 
Catalog

Product Details 

Pinterest Collaboration
Custom Pinterest boards with product/content integation; (2) 
image updates per month maximum; Board is removed 6 months 
after campaign end date; $75k min digital spend required

#ModernMonday 
Integration

Co-host of #ModernMonday, $100k min digital spend required

Social Series
Brand-provided imagery shared with Dwell's Facebook, Twitter 
& Instagram communities; Images will be tagged with sponsor's 
handle; Price per post; Minimum of 2 posts per series. 

Photo of the Week 
Sponsorship

Sponsorship includes "brought to you by" mention & tagging on 
Dwell's weekly Instagram feature; Also includes logo sponsorship 
on Photo of the Week landing page on Dwell.com; Purchased each 
week for 3 months minimum; Price quoted at 3 months

Snapchat Coverage
Leverage Dwell's newest social platform to provide behind-the-
scenes coverage of your Dwell experiential events; Price is quoted 
per day and includes live Dwell staff coverage of event

Tablet Ads by Flipboard
Each full-tablet ad has both portrait and landscape orientation and 
a full-page smartphone ad with portriat orientation.

Native Reach by 
Flipboard

Native content (Dwell-created Partner Stories, Curated Collections 
and Original Video) can be promoted on Flipboard's main 
newsfeed, targeting subscribers of like-minded publications and 
reaching a whole new audience for your Dwell-created content. 
Teaser promotions link back to full content pieces on dwell.com. 
Up to 9.2MM impressions available per month. 

Social Stream by 
SocialFlow

The best/most engaging Dwell content will be re-posted to 
Facebook & Twitter users that meet advertiser's demo/geo target 
criteria; Prices at left include $3-8 CPM fee to SocialFlow; Flat fee 
should be presented to advertisers in proposals, not CPM

Homepage Promotion
Promote Partner Story/Original Video/Custom Contest in a 
repeating position throughout the Home Page

Social Promotion Includes 1 FB & 1 Twitter post

Suggested Story "You May Also Like" suggested story

Suggested Brand "You May Also Like" suggested brand

Search Sponsorship*
Sponsorship of a highly-trafficked search term via fixed card 
position featuring Partner Story/Original Video/Custom Contest

Dwell Premium 
Membership

For brands, architects and designers: Search discovery and enhanced 
profile with verified account, vanity URL, social links, contact 
information, and outbound links on images and collections

Product Details 

Partner Story 500
Dwell writes an original native post for your brand (can include 
supplied brand images and/or video)Partner Story 800

Partner Story 1500

Partner Photo Story 
800

Includes original photography

Partner Photo Story 
1500

Includes original photography

Original Video (2-3 
minutes)

Dwell creates and original video for your brand (does not include 
native post)

Curated Collection Custom collaboration created for a brand

Curated Digital Issue Lives on a brand's profile page, promoted as native content

Custom Contest Lives within a Curated Collection page

Digital Edition
Spread inclusion for non-print advetisers, no single pages 
accepted

Digital Edition 
Enhancements

(1) video, (5) hotspots, or (1) brand slideshow

Digital Insert
(4) full pages as (2) spreads to print spec, plus (4) enhancements, 
no single pages accepted

Dwell Features 
Newsletter

Limited to 1 advertiser per month, requires Partner Story/Original 
Video/Custom Contest

Weekly Newsletter: 
Featured Brand

Inclusion in Weekly newsletter 

Weekly Newsletter: 
Partner Story 

Inclusion in Weekly newsletter as "native" content
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Digital Product Catalog
Native

Profile

Everyone now has their own place 
on Dwell. This is where consumers, 
architects, and designers will learn 
about your brand.

Your profile will house brand-created 
and Dwell-created content.

A complete modern design democracy.

Partner Stories

Dwell will work collaboratively with 
your brand to create custom native 
integrations that will be seamlessly 
integrated into the new Dwell 
ecosystem with entry points via the 
Dwell home page and within your brand 
home page.

Partner stories are available in lengths 
of 500, 800 and 1500 words, and can 
include original photography.

Original Video

Bring your brand to life with the leading 
and most impactful way to engage with 
the modern audience. Video content is 

shared 12x more than text alone. 

Working alongside your team, Dwell will 
craft a compelling story that illustrates 
your brand pillars in a way that will 
resonate with the Dwell community.

Videos are 3-5 minutes in length, live 
on dwell.com in perpetuity. Custom 
video may be used by sponsor.

Curated Collections

Working with your brand, Dwell will 
choose a theme that illustrates your 
brand’s story through imagery that 
ignites conversation and collaboration.  
Curated collections can include: 
• Partner Stories

• Brand-specific and existing Dwell 
photography

• Archived Dwell editorial content

• Video and product links

• Custom contest

Custom Contest

Dwell will create a custom contest 
giving consumers a chance to win a 
coveted, modern prize provided by your 
brand. Contests typically run for 4-6 

weeks and promotion, hosting, judging 
and legal rules all managed by Dwell in 
close collaboration with the sponsor.

Dwell contests are promoted across via 
the Dwell home page, newsletter and  
@dwell social channels.

Social

Pinterest Collaboration

Named among the Top 10 in % growth 
for Pinterest followers by ‘Magazine 
Media 360’ in 2015, Dwell can leverage 
its 173k+ Pinterest followers to further 
drive your brand’s modern story.

Dwell will create a custom Pinterest 
board inspired by a chosen theme that 
illustrates your brand visually.

#ModernMonday

Dwell will dedicate one of our weekly 
#ModernMonday Twitter Chats to a 
concept that is both relevant to your 
brand and of interest to our engaged 
social community.

Your brand will help us determine (6) 
questions, posed via Twitter over the 

course of an hour, and will seamlessly 
drive the conversation with design- 
savvy participants.

• 600k+ @Dwell Twitter followers 
• 300-400 average chat contributors 
• 600-800 average chat tweets 
• 1.8MM average unique reach 
• 60-80MM timeline deliveries

Social Series

Taking advantage of Dwell’s 
tremendous social growth, our Social 
Series allows your modern brand 
imagery to be posted directly into our 
social feeds and tagged with your 
brand’s social handle.

Dwell will work with you to choose 
images that represent both your brand 
and the Dwell voice, and post them to 
our Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram 
communities.

• 616k+ Twitter followers 
• 677k+ Facebook fans 
• 529k+ Instagram followers

Minimum of 2 post per series.
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Digital Product Catalog
Social Contd;

Photo of the Week Sponsorship

Photo of the Week is our ever-popular, 
weekly pick of the most viral and 
captivating design and architecture 
shot. Posted each Wednesday to 
Dwell’s Instagram feed, and also 
featured on dwell.com, Photo of the 
Week is now sponsor-able for brands. 

Purchased as a franchise position–
each week in 3–month increments–
Photo of the Week will be “brought to 
you by” your brand, tagged with your 
social handle, and sponsored by your 
brand on the Photo of the Week landing 
page on dwell.com.

529k+ Instagram followers

Snapchat Coverage 

Leverage Dwell’s newest social 
platform to provide behind-the-scenes 
coverage of your Dwell experiential 
events. 

Through coverage of your event on 
Snapchat, Dwell will expand your local 
event presence to our entire Snapchat 

community, providing behind-the-
scenes content to our audiences that 
only wishes they were there.

Cost for Snapchat coverage is quoted 
per day and includes live Dwell staff 
coverage of event.

SocialStream

The best Dwell content now has the 
power to reach millions of your brand’s 
target consumers. 

SocialStream takes the most  
engaged-with Dwell content and  
posts it predefined audience of 
Facebook and Twitter users that meet 
your brand’s criteria. 

Once engaged with, the content 
will drive back to dwell.com where 
your brand will also have a presence 
via native content or brand profile 
promotion.

Social Promotion

To further drive views of your native 
content (Partner Story, Original Video, 
Curated Collection), Dwell will post 
to our Facebook and Twitter social 

communities and drive back to your 
brands native content.

• 616k+ @Dwell Twitter followers 
• 667k+ Dwell Facebook fans

Newsletter

Dwell Features Newsletter

To further extend your brand 
messaging, Dwell Features is a monthly 
dedicated newsletter sent to our 
database of 220K+ subscribers.

Dwell-created brand content (Partner 
Story, Original Video, Curated 
Collection) will be surrounded by 
curated Dwell articles that relate to the 
theme.

Weekly Newsletter: Partner Story

Partner Stories can garner additional 
exposure alongside Dwell’s weekly 
round-up of top stories and editors’ 
picks, sent to 220K+ subscribers.

Weekly Newsletter: Featured Brand

For brands looking to garner profile 
views, our Featured Brand placement 

in Dwell’s weekly newsletter, sent to 

220K+ subscribers, can highlight  

your brand and drive traffic to your 

profile page.

Tablet

Digital Edition

Dwell’s Digital Edition brings the 

magazine experience to life, offering 

advertisers the opportunity to upgrade 

brand presence with rich media 

enhancements.

Distribution: 40,000 copies 

Replica of the monthly magazine 

Print ads are automatically included

Spread inclusion for Non-print 

advertisers may be included. 

Enhancement Opportunities: 

• (5) Hot Spots 

• (1) Brand Slideshow (up to 15 images) 

• (1)Video
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Digital Product Catalog
Tablet Contd;

Flipboard 

Flipboard is a mobile app that allows 
readers to access all the content 
they care about in one beautiful and 
uncluttered place.

Tablet Ads
Each full-page tablet ad has both a 
portrait and landscape orientation, and 
a full-page smartphone ad with portrait 
orientation.

Native Reach
Native content can be promoted on 
Flipboard’s main newsfeed, targeting 
subscribers of like-minded publications 
and reaching a whole new audience 
for your Dwell-created content.  Teaser 
promotions link back to full content 
pieces on dwell.com. 

Promotion

Homepage Promotion

The Dwell landing page is built for 
discovery and inspiration, with big 

beautiful images, and a custom feed 
based off users’ community and 
browsing history.

Dwell-created native content (Partner 
Story, Original Video, Curated 
Collection) can be promoted through 
the homepage  feed in 1-week 
increments, repeating as a user 
continues to scroll down.

Search Sponsorship

We’ve made it incredibly easy for 
users to find what they want. Brands 
can sponsor search terms in 1-month 
increments. 

Your native content (Partner Story, 
Original Video, Curated Collection) will 
appear on the top row of the search 
result, elevating your brand within 
relevant content. 

Suggested Story

Brands can choose to further promote a 
Partner Story with the Suggested Story 
placement as users are consuming 
similarly themed content. This 
placement is highly targeted and will link 
directly to your brands’ Partner Story.

Suggested Brand 

For brands looking to garner profile 

views, the Suggested Brand placement 

can highlight your brand as users are 

engaged with similarly themed-focused 

profiles. This placement will link directly 

to your brands’ profile page.

Dwell Premium Membership

Gain exclusive access and heighten 

your brands’ presence with some of 

Dwell’s best digital enhancements.

Enhancements includes: 

• Verified account status 

• Vanity URL 

• Search Discovery 

• Social links 

• Contact us listing 

• Outbound links on images and 

collections
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Dwell Magazine

*Sale Dates and subscriber receipt dates can vary depending on location and distribution source. If a product release or sale date is time 
sensitive, we suggesting putting the effective date in the body copy of your advertisement. ©Photo Credit to be inserted

Circulation Highlights4

•  Guaranteed rate base for 2016: 325,000
• AAM Member 
•  Average circulation for 6 months  

ending June 2015: 336,342  
(3.5% above guarantee)

Circulation Mix
• Paid + Verified Subscribers 87%    
• Newsstand 13% 
• Single Copy $7.99 US  
• Basic Subscription Rate $28.00

Dwell’s audience is the youngest 
42.8 median age, 57.1%:  
between 25-49

Reaches all key decision-makers in 
home; continues to have one of the 
healthiest mixes of men and women 
60.8%: women 39.2%: men

Household income: Dwell’s audience 
shows the highest median income 
$114,023: Median HHI

Dwell’s audience has the highest 
concentration of college and post-
graduate education 
70.5%: 4-Year Degree or Higher 
29.4%: Post-Graduate Degree

The most professional audience, with 
highest concentration of professional 
and managerial job roles 
79.9%: of Audience Employed 
56.6%: Professional/Managerial Titles 
24.2%: Top 8 Job Titles

Engage affluent, well-educated Design Seekers in ten powerful issues and three special  
interest publications (SIPs). Dwell’s Audience is young, well educated and successful.
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2016 Dwell Editorial Calendar
Run of Book Special Interest 

Publications

SIP #1
Materials Sourcebook
A compendium of inspirational 
projects focused on the raw 
materials that comprise any home, 
from exterior cladding to interior 
finishes. 

Full page ad close: Oct 30, 2015 
Materials deadline: Oct 30, 2015 
On sale date: Dec 29, 2015

SIP #2
Your Rooms We Love
Our editors solicit incredible 
homes from our readers, 
highlighting the best projects from 
around the globe that exemplify 
life in the modern world.

Full page ad close: May 10, 2016 
Materials deadline: May 24, 2016 
On sale date: Jul 16, 2016

SIP #3
Editor’s Gift Guide
Timed for the holidays, Dwell’s 
special issue devoted to gift giving 
provides hundreds of ideas for 
outfitting the home. 

Full page ad close: Aug 30, 2016 
Materials deadline: Sep 14, 2016 
On sale date: Nov 1, 2016

FEBRUARY 2016 
Modern Across 
America 
We kick off the year with 
exceptional modern homes 
from sea to shining sea—giving 
special emphasis to under-the-
radar locales and burgeoning 
neighborhoods in the USA.

MAY 2016 
Dream Homes
This issue focuses on 
extraordinary homes in far-flung 
locations, realized after years of 
saving, planning and dreaming. 
We highlight luxurious materials, 
special sites, and architectural 
masterwork, and hone in on the 
homeowners’ stories that made 
these special projects a reality. 

OCTOBER 
Furniture
Dwell scours the globe, attending 
international furniture fairs and 
speaking to industry experts about 
emerging trends and innovative 
forms. The issue features the 
year’s best pieces, historical 
spotlights on seminal pieces, and 
game-changing designers.

JULY / AUGUST 2016 
Smart Tech 
Survey the landscape of smart 
tech with emerging trends, 
technologies, and gadgets that 
comprise the residential “Internet 
of Things”. Connected homes,  
app strategies, wired materials, 
and expert advice comprise an 
issue devoted to staying ahead  
of the curve. 

DEC 2016 / JAN 2017 
Prefab
We celebrate a year of innovation 
in the realm of modular building 
techniques and new emerging 
methodologies, told through 
exemplary residential applications 
and the voice of those who 
continue to push the prefab 
industry forward. 

MARCH 2016 
Interior Design 
The best homes are a seamless 
marriage of innovative architecture 
and smart interior design. This 
issue highlights the particular 
artistry of creating a sense of 
home through furnishings, textiles, 
paint, and accessories. 

APRIL 2016 
Kitchen / Bath 
The two most trafficked rooms 
in the house get pride of place 
in this issue, which will highlight 
incredible renovations, new 
appliances and fixtures, and clever 
design ideas. Editors will also 
feature the latest products and 
trends on the market. 

JUNE 2016 
Outdoor
Landscape architecture and 
design gets special treatment in 
this issue, which honors singular 
homes with an undeniable 
connection to the outdoors. Dwell 
offers a deeper look at siting, 
topography, native plantings, 
environmental concerns, and 
waterwise solutions. 

SEPTEMBER 2016 
Renovation 
True transformation is the 
result of equal parts hard work, 
courage through constraint, and 
an unfettered imagination. The 
projects in this issue offer “before 
and after” moments that highlight 
just what’s possible when a 
homeowner decides to take a leap. 

NOVEMBER 2016 
Small Spaces 
Dwell examines how to live large 
under 1,000 square feet, from 
jewel box-like interiors that make 
the most of every square inch to 
transformable furnishings that do 
double duty. 

Fractional ad close: Feb 2, 2016
Full page ad close: Feb 17, 2016 
On sale date: Apr 12, 2016

Fractional ad close: Dec 15, 2015
Full page ad close: Jan 12, 2016 
On sale date: Mar 8, 2016

Fractional ad close: Nov 6, 2015
Full page ad close: Nov 20, 2015 
On sale date: Feb 2, 2016

Fractional ad close: Mar 9, 2016
Full page ad close: Mar 23, 2016 
On sale date: May 17, 2016

Fractional ad close: Oct 16, 2015 
Full page ad close: Oct 30, 2015 
On sale date: Dec 29, 2015

Fractional ad close: Apr 13, 2016
Full page ad close:  Apr 27, 2016 
On sale date:  Jun 21, 2016

Fractional ad close: May 17, 2016
Full page ad close:  Jun 1, 2016 
On sale date: Aug 2, 2016

Fractional ad close: Jun 28, 2016 
Full page ad close: Jul 13, 2016 
On sale date: Sep 6, 2016

Fractional ad close: Aug 2, 2016 
Full page ad close: Aug 16, 2016 
On sale date: Oct 11, 2016

Fractional ad Close: Sep 14, 2016 
Full page ad close: Sep 28, 2016 
On sale date: Nov 22, 2016
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2016 Print Rates
Published 10 times per year, rate base is 325,00. Circulation includes the print and digital 
editions of the magazine. All rates are GROSS except Modern Market (NET).

FOUR COLOR

SIZE 1× 5× 10× 15× 20×

SPREAD 75,000 72,000  68,000 65,000 60,000

FULL PAGE 40,000 38,750 35,800 34,500 33,300

HALF PAGE  27,800 26,500 25,200 23,800 22,300

THIRD PAGE 18,800 18,200 17,400 16,700 16,000

BLACK AND WHITE

SIZE 1× 5× 10× 15× 20×

SPREAD 30,250 29,000 27,100 25,700 24,300

FULL PAGE 21,000 20,000 18,000 16,800 15,300

HALF PAGE  14,300 13,300 12,200 11,400 10,500

FOUR COLOR

SIZE 1× 5× 10×

FULL PAGE 10,500 9,500  8,500

HALF PAGE  6,000 5,500 4,500

COVERS

SECOND 30% premium

THIRD 25% premium

FORTH 40% premium

BLACK AND WHITE

SIZE 1× 5× 10×

FULL PAGE 8,000 7,000  6,000

HALF PAGE  5,000 4,000 3,000

THIRD PAGE 4,000 3,000 2,000

Run of Book

Special Interest Publications

Table of Contents 15% premium
Editor’s Note 15% premium

© Photo by Carlos Chavarría
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Additional 
Print Platforms 
Modern Market 
Modern Market is a product-packed 1/4 page unit providing our partners with an 
affordable way to engage with modern design seekers. This print platform features a 
customized layout highlighting our partners’ products and services.

Designed Well and To The Trade - Added Value
1/4 page ads are awarded, as available, with a minimum spend of $50k and hold a value of 
$4,500 each. 

RATES: FOUR COLOR

SIZE 1× 5× 10×

MEDIUM VERT. 7,250 6,500  5,650

MEDIUM HORIZ. 6,850 6,000 5,150

SMALL 4,750 3,700 2,850

© Photo by Patrick Reynolds
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Print Specifications
DISPLAY AD SIZES

UNIT LIVE TRIM BLEED

Full page 7.875” w x 10.3125” h 8.375” w x 10.8125” h 8.625” w x 11.0625” h 

Third page Vertical w/ bleed 2.000” w x 10.3125” h 2.500” w x 10.8125” h 2.750” w x 11.0625” h 

Half page horizontal Non-Bleed N/A 7.5625” w x 4.9375” h N/A

File Submission 

All full and fractional ads should be 
submitted via our ad portal:  
dwell.sendmyad.com

Contact Info  

Email any questions or concerns to: 
admaterials@dwell.com

Shipping Address 

Dwell Life, Inc 
192 Lexington Ave, 16th Fl 
New York, NY 10016 
Attn: Advertising Production

2016 DISPLAY ADVERTISING SCHEDULE 

ISSUE  
DATE 

CLOSING 
DATE

MATERIALS 
DEADLINE

SALE 
DATE*

FEBRUARY Oct 30 Nov 13 Dec 29

MARCH Nov 20 Dec 9 Feb 2

APRIL Jan 12 Jan 27 Mar 8

MAY Feb 17 Mar 2 Apr 12

JUNE Mar 23 Apr 6 May 17

JUL/AUG Apr 27 May 11 Jun 21

SEPTEMBER Jun 1 Jun 15 Aug 2

OCTOBER Jul 13 July 27 Sep 6

NOVEMBER Aug 16 Aug30 Oct 11

DEC/JAN ‘17 Sep 28 Oct 12 Nov 22

2016 DWELL SPECIAL ISSUES

ISSUE  
DATE 

CLOSING 
DATE

MATERIALS 
DEADLINE

SALE 
DATE*

SIP #1 Jan 19 Feb 2 Mar 22

SIP #2 May 10 May 24 Jul 12

SIP #3 Aug 30 Sep14 Nov 1

*Sale Dates and subscriber receipt dates can vary depending 
on location and distribution source. If a product release or sale 
date is time sensitive, we suggest putting the effective date in 
the body copy of your advertisement.
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Print Specifications
Magazine Trim Size  
8 3/8”w x 10 13/16”h 

Image Resolution

300dpi

Line Screen

175lpi

Colors

 4/C Process [CMYK]; a 5th color is 
available on the inside front cover and 
inside back cover only. 

Paper Stock

45# Matte (text); 65# Matte (cover)

Printing Method

CTP, web offset, SWOP standards

Maximum Ink Density

280% recommended.  
Not to exceed 300% TAC.

Proof Requirements 

Color proofs calibrated to SWOP 
specifications for grade 3 substrate,  
and output at 100%. Proofs should 
be sent to the address above prior to 

materials close.

Two Page Spreads

Two-page spread materials MUST BE 
SUPPLIED AS SINGLE PAGES, as per the 
full page size requirements. The safety 
area for spreads with a critical crossover 
of primary image or type should be 3/8” 
all around (rather than 1/4”) to allow for 
the possibility of gutter pull out. Perfect 
alignment of type or image across two 
pages cannot be guaranteed.

Fractional Ads

If boundaries of the ad are not defined  
by artwork or a rule, Dwell may add 
0.50pt rule.

Inserts

All questions regarding insert pricing, 
specifications, and due dates should be 
directed to:

Laura McLaughlin 
Production Director  
laura@dwell.com  
646-681-6338

© Photo by Patrick Reynolds
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Mechanical Specifications
Acceptable File Formats 

CMYK PDF/X1-A 2001 or 2003 

(Compatibility: Acrobat 4, PDF 1.3)

PDF/X-1A is the only acceptable file format 

for all full page and display fractional ads.

PDF files must be professionally created 

as PDF/X1-A, CMYK composite, with high 

resolution images, and all fonts embedded. 

File Submission 

All full and fractional ads should be submitted 

via our ad portal: dwell.sendmyad.com

The portal allows you to upload and preflight 

your materials. Ad materials will be archived 

for six months in the portal. 

You must set-up a free account to submit your 

ad. This registration process takes about one 

minute. There is no additional software to 

download or install. 

File Preparation

All files (and proofs) must include accurate 

trim, bleed, and center registration marks. The 

trim and crop marks must be offset exactly 

1/4”outside of the bleed. Files submitted with 

crop marks or non-printing items within the 

bleed area will not be accepted.

Files must be right reading, portrait mode, 
100% size, no rotations. Do not use RGB, 
JPEG, or nested EPS files. Do not apply 
trapping to files. 

Optimum type legibility requires type to be  
no smaller than 6 point. Black text must 
consist of 100% black. Dwell strongly 
discourages the use of knocked-out or  
multi-color type. However, if used, a minimum 
of 12 point type is required. Rich black type  
is not recommended.

Proof Requirements 

Color proofs calibrated to SWOP 
specifications for grade 3 substrate, and 
output at 100%. 

Dwell strongly recommends the inclusion of 
the IDEAlliance Digital Control Strip or the 
SWOP Digital Proofing Bar on all proofs.

Proofs must be made from the final supplied 
file and be correct for color, content, and crop. 

Proof Shipping Instructions 

Please include the following information in 
your shipment: Issue date, advertiser name, 
agency name, and a production contact, 
including their phone number and e-mail 
address. Proofs should be shipped flat with 
protective packaging. 

All full and fractional proofs should be 

addressed to: 

Dwell Magazine  

192 Lexington Avenue,  

16th Floor 

New York, NY 10016  

Attn: Laura McLaughlin

Dot Gain

A minimum 3% high-light dot is required on all 

images intended to print; Quarter tone (25%) 

14-16% average dot gain; Mid tone (50%)  

20- 22% average dot gain; Shadows 

(75%)14-16% average dot gain. 

BInding Method

Perfect bound, jogs to foot.

Reproduction Liability 

Dwell insists advertisers adhere to  

our specifications for both file and proof 

preparation. 

If ad materials supplied are consistent with 

Dwell’s SWOP-compliant specifications, 

Dwell can very closely match the color of the 

advertiser’s supplied proof on press. 

An exact color match between proof and 

printed page cannot be guaranteed. As 

both are prepared on different substrate 

and by different processes, the resulting 
reproductions will show variance. However, a 
proof supplied to SWOP standards will greatly 
minimize this variance. 

Dwell cannot assume responsibility for client 
satisfaction if the materials supplied do 
not strictly comply with our specifications. 
Advertiser assumes all liability with respect 
to the integrity and compatibility of supplied 
digital files and color proofs. The Dwell 
production schedule does not allow a 
dequate time to alert advertisers to the  
non-compliance of their materials. 

Disposition of Materials 

The ad portal will archive your materials for up 
to one year, in which you can use the portal to 
pick up a previously ran ad. Proofs and other 
ad materials will be retained for six months 
from the date of receipt and will not  
be returned. 

Inserts 

All questions regarding insert  pricing, 
specifications, and due dates should be 
directed to:

Laura McLaughlin 
Production Director  
laura@dwell.com  
646-681-6338
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Modern Market Specifications
Modern Market uses a Dwell-designed template with 
standard image sizing and fonts. Modern Market 
reflects Dwell editorial and style guidelines to provide 
readers with a clean, and consistent experience.

The advertiser supplies both the image and ad copy. 
Dwell assembles the ad in the Modern Market template, 
assigns position, and makes copy corrections deemed 
necessary by our design and editorial guidelines.

Copy Requirements

•  The word counts noted above include your company 
name, descriptive body copy, and contact information.

•  If your copy exceeds the maximum word count, the 
Dwell editorial department will edit your copy at our 
own discretion and make copy corrections deemed 
necessary by our design and editorial guidelines  
and requirements.

Image Specifications

Advertiser supplied images must meet the following 
requirements:

• Resolution: 300 dpi or higher

• Color Mode: CMYK

• No text, logos, or borders on images

•  Advertisers are responsible for image quality and 
photo rights

•  Please note that Dwell does not retouch, silhouette,  
or otherwise manipulate supplied images

Logos

The clean layout and structure of To the Trade does not 
allow logos to be used in place of copy or in addition to 
an image.

Material Submission

Please email your copy and image to  
ewells@dwell.com. Copy should be submitted in the 
body of your email or in a Word or Text document.

Reproduction Liability

Dwell cannot assume responsibility for client 
satisfaction if the materials supplied do not strictly 
comply with our specifications.

Proofs

You will be sent a lo-res PDF proof of the ad after our 
team reviews the section. If we do not hear back from 
you by the given deadline, we will proceed with the ad, 
and it will run as is.

Content and Image Specifications

MODERN MARKET AD SIZES

UNIT SIZE IMAGE SIZE TEXT

SMALL 2” w x 2” h 175 characters

MEDIUM HOR. 3” w x 3” h 500 characters

MEDIUM VERT. 2” w x 4.5” h 450 characters

Size requirements in decimals or metrics are available upon request.

MODERN MARKET CALENDAR

ISSUE  
DATE 

CLOSING 
DATE

MATERIALS 
DEADLINE

SALE 
DATE*

FEBRUARY Oct 16 Oct 23 Dec 29

MARCH Nov 6 Nov 13 Feb 2

APRIL Dec 15 Jan 5 Mar 8

SIP #1 N/A N/A Mar 22

MAY Feb 2 Feb 9 Apr 12

JUNE Mar 9 Mar 16 May 17

JUL/AUG Apr 13 Apr 20 Jun 21

SIP #2 N/A N/A Jul 12

SEPTEMBER May 17 May 24 Aug 2

OCTOBER Jun 28 Jul 6 Sep 6

NOVEMBER Aug 2 Aug 9 Oct 11

SIP #3 N/A N/A Nov 1

DEC/JAN ‘17 Sep 14 Sep 21 Nov 22
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Designed Well Specifications
Designed Well is a formatted advertising section 
featuring products from our partners that bring to  
life the spirit and innovation of modern design.  
The eye-catching section uses Dwell design, fonts,  
and color palette, along with consistent image sizes 
and standardized typesetting.

The advertiser supplies both the image and ad copy. 
Dwell assembles the ad in the Designed Well template, 
assigns position, and makes copy corrections deemed 
necessary by our design and editorial guidelines.

Copy Requirements

•  The word counts noted above include your company 
name, descriptive body copy, and contact information.

•  If your copy exceeds the maximum word count, the 
Dwell editorial department will edit your copy at our 
own discretionand make copy corrections deemed 
necessary by our design and editorial guidelines  
and requirements.

Image Specifications

Advertiser supplied images must meet the following 
requirements:

• Resolution: 300 dpi or higher

• Color Mode: CMYK

• No text, logos, or borders on images

•  Advertisers are responsible for image quality and 
photo rights

•  Please note that Dwell does not retouch, silhouette,  
or otherwise manipulate supplied images

Logos

The clean layout and structure of Designed Well does 
not allow logos to be used in place of copy or in addition 
to an image.

Material Submission

Please email your copy and image to  
ewells@dwell.com. Copy should be submitted in the 
body of your email or in a Word or Text document.

Reproduction Liability

Dwell cannot assume responsibility for client 
satisfaction if the materials supplied do not strictly 
comply with our specifications.

Proofs

You will be sent a lo-res PDF proof of the ad after our 
team reviews the section. If we do not hear back from 
you by the given deadline, we will proceed with the ad, 
and it will run as is.

Content and Image Specifications

DESIGNED WELL AD SIZE

UNIT SIZE IMAGE SIZE WORD COUNT

1/4 pg 3 9/16” w x 1 7/8” h 100 words

Size requirements in decimals or metrics are available upon request.

DESIGNED WELL  CALENDAR

ISSUE  
DATE 

CLOSING 
DATE

MATERIALS 
DEADLINE

SALE 
DATE*

FEBRUARY Oct 16 Oct 23 Dec 29

MARCH Nov 6 Nov 13 Feb 2

APRIL Dec 15 Jan 5 Mar 8

SIP #1 N/A N/A Mar 22

MAY Feb 2 Feb 9 Apr 12

JUNE Mar 9 Mar 16 May 17

JUL/AUG Apr 13 Apr 20 Jun 21

SIP #2 N/A N/A Jul 12

SEPTEMBER May 17 May 24 Aug 2

OCTOBER Jun 28 Jul 6 Sep 6

NOVEMBER Aug 2 Aug 9 Oct 11

SIP #3 N/A N/A Nov 1

DEC/JAN ‘17 Sep 14 Sep 21 Nov 22
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To the Trade Specifications
To The Trade is a formatted advertising section 
featuring select products and services.  
The eye-catching section uses Dwell design, fonts,  
and color palette, along with consistent image sizes 
and standardized typesetting.

The advertiser supplies both the image and ad copy. 
Dwell assembles the ad in the To The Trade template, 
assigns position, and makes copy corrections deemed 
necessary by our design and editorial guidelines.

Copy Requirements

•  The word counts noted above include your company 
name, descriptive body copy, and contact information.

•  If your copy exceeds the maximum word count, the 
Dwell editorial department will edit your copy at our 
own discretion and make copy corrections deemed 
necessary by our design and editorial guidelines  
and requirements.

Image Specifications

Advertiser supplied images must meet the following 
requirements:

• Resolution: 300 dpi or higher

• Color Mode: CMYK

• No text, logos, or borders on images

•  Advertisers are responsible for image quality and 
photo rights

•  Please note that Dwell does not retouch, silhouette,  
or otherwise manipulate supplied images

Logos

The clean layout and structure of To the Trade does not 
allow logos to be used in place of copy or in addition to 
an image.

Material Submission

Please email your copy and image to  
ewells@dwell.com. Copy should be submitted in the 
body of your email or in a Word or Text document.

Reproduction Liability

Dwell cannot assume responsibility for client 
satisfaction if the materials supplied do not strictly 
comply with our specifications.

Proofs

You will be sent a lo-res PDF proof of the ad after our 
team reviews the section. If we do not hear back from 
you by the given deadline, we will proceed with the ad, 
and it will run as is.

Content and Image Specifications

TO THE TRADE AD SIZE

UNIT SIZE IMAGE SIZE TEXT

1/4 PG 3 9/16” w x 1 7/8” h 100 words

Size requirements in decimals or metrics are available upon request.

TO THE TRADE CALENDAR 

ISSUE  
DATE 

CLOSING 
DATE

MATERIALS 
DEADLINE

SALE 
DATE*

FEBRUARY Oct 16 Oct 23 Dec 29

MARCH Nov 6 Nov 13 Feb 2

APRIL Dec 15 Jan 5 Mar 8

SIP #1 N/A N/A Mar 22

MAY Feb 2 Feb 9 Apr 12

JUNE Mar 9 Mar 16 May 17

JUL/AUG Apr 13 Apr 20 Jun 21

SIP #2 N/A N/A Jul 12

SEPTEMBER May 17 May 24 Aug 2

OCTOBER Jun 28 Jul 6 Sep 6

NOVEMBER Aug 2 Aug 9 Oct 11

SIP #3 N/A N/A Nov 1

DEC/JAN ‘17 Sep 14 Sep 21 Nov 22
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Fractional Examples
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Feedback Sports
Sport Mechanic
Stable, adjustable and portable. The Sport 
Mechanic securely holds your bikes for effi-
cient washing and maintenance.  

feedbacksports.com

Modern-Shed
Not only the originator of  
the backyard modern shed 
craze, but innovators of style 
and simplicity.

How will you use your  
new space?

Art Studio
Home Office
Man Cave
She Shed
Guest Suite

Download our brand  
new catalog.

Tel. 800-261-7282
info@modern-shed.com
modern-shed.com

Contemporary, 
Intelligent, 
Dramatic
Stillwater Dwellings

Stillwater Dwellings prefab 
homes are built using systems-
based sustainable construc-
tion, supporting a high level 
of contemporary design and 
craftsmanship while control-
ling costs. The Stillwater 
architectural team guides you 
through the custom home 
process from personalizing the 
design to defining site require-
ments. All Stillwater Dwellings 
come with upfront fixed final 
pricing to eliminate unwanted 
surprises. More that 20 floor 
plans to start from.

Toll-free 800-691-7302
stillwaterdwellings.com/dwell

W2 by WETSTYLE
Luxury for Everyday

W2 is a new brand that  
marries WETSTYLE’s design 
aesthetic and relentless atten-
tion to quality with simplified 
design and fabrication.

PRODUCTS:
Straight bathtub - Glossy finish
30” Element vanity - Charcoal
finish
30” Countertop - Glossy finish
30” Element lift-up mirrored 
cabinet - Charcoal finish

Tel. 888-536-9001
wetstyle.ca

Kül Grilles
Modern Grilles for the Modern Home

Your design is a reflection of your personal-
ity and style. We want our floor and wall 
grilles to be one of the many inspiring 
details that complete your modern home.

See our gallery and finish options online! 

Discount code: dwell0616

kulgrilles.com
tw: @kulgrilles

PROMOTION

annotation tools. Track and manage 
all comments in the Markups list. 
Store and manage a digital master 
set of unlimited project files in the 
cloud with Revu's integrated 
cloud-based collaboration solution, 
Bluebeam Studio.

DESIGNED WELL
Tel. 866-496-2140
bluebeam.com/designbetter

BLUEBEAM

Bluebeam Software develops 
PDF-based markup, measurement 
and collaboration solutions for 
digitzing paper-intensive work-
flows in the office, in the field, or 
anywhere in between. Use 
Bluebeam's flagship solution, Revu, 
to create 2D and 3D PDFs from 
Revit, Navisworks, SketchUp Pro, or 
any IFC file and electronically 
redline PDFs with customizable 

Demonstrating the collaborative 
spirit of design, BKLYN DESIGNS 
features collective exhibits, pop-up 
lounges, installations, hands-on 
demos, and a diverse conference 
program. This year, the three-day 
show will be held at the Brooklyn 
Expo Center from May 6–8, 2016 at 
the start of NYCxDESIGN.

DESIGNED WELL
bklyndesigns.com

BKLYN DESIGNS

BKLYN DESIGNS is Brooklyn’s 
premier design event showcasing  
a cross section of art, architecture, 
and design. Founded by the 
Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce in 
2003, the fair highlights Brooklyn’s 
creative economy and serves as an 
incubator for emerging designers 
as well as a platform for estab-
lished brands, producing a range 
of products across furniture, 
lighting, tableware, art, textiles,  
and jewelry.

Lumens.com offers the web’s best 
selection of modern lighting, fans 
and home furnishings with expert 
service, easy returns and free 
shipping on most items.

DESIGNED WELL
lumens.com

TWO OF A KIND

It takes two to make a thing go 
right. London designer Michael 
Anastassiades designed the Flos 
Copycat LED Table Lamp with a 
delicate balance of two simple 
shapes. The metal base is placed in 
the shadow of the hand-blown 
glass diffuser—but poetically, it is 
the small sphere that supports and 
stabilizes the larger one. Find this 
plus more than 300 of the world’s 
leading design-driven brands. 

and sconces. Pieces are custom 
designed to enhance any space 
and each has its own story to tell. 
Pictured: Vine Chandelier 55”L x 
36”W x 46”H.

DESIGNED WELL
Tel. 805-276-5655
tjferrie.com

LIGHT SCULPTURES

Artist Timothy J. Ferrie blends the 
functionality of light with the 
intrinsic qualities of art to create 
Lightsculptures. Copper tubing 
comes to life in each hand made, 
one-of-a-kind piece. The copper is 
manipulated to achieve the desired 
curvature, balance and symmetry 
and an assortment of chemical and 
paint finishes bring each piece to 
life. The collection includes 
chandeliers, floor lights, table lights 

Designed Well
PROMOTION

Start by choosing your Western 
Window Systems multi-slide 
doors with the modern look of 
classic aluminum, energy-effi-
cient thermally broken aluminum, 
or aluminum-clad wood. From 
there, a vast range of options lets 
you customize your functional 
and aesthetic preferences.

TO THE TRADE
westernwindowsystems.com

WESTERN WINDOW 
SYSTEMS

Walls that disappear? It’s true. 
Western Window Systems’ 
multi-slide doors feature large, 
unobstructed rolling glass panels 
that stack or slide into pockets for 
extra wide openings that eliminate 
the barrier between indoors and 
out. These moving walls of glass 
expand living space, frame 
beautiful views, and let in fresh air 
and natural light.

TO THE TRADE
subzero-wolf.com/showrooms

SUB-ZERO AND WOLF

At our showroom, there's inspira-
tion everywhere you look. Bring 
your ideas vividly to life for your 
kitchen design clients. Talk through 
plans and products in a variety of 
full-scale kitchens, with our resident 
experts standing by to assist. Get a 
taste for all that your client’s new 
kitchen can be.

Kichler. Many showrooms have a 
dedicated lighting specialist on 
staff to assist with customized 
lighting plans that meet your 
needs and budget. Visit 
Ferguson.com/showrooms to 
find the showroom nearest you.

TO THE TRADE
ferguson.com/showrooms

FERGUSON BATH, 
KITCHEN & LIGHTING 
GALLERY

Let Ferguson be the solution for 
your plumbing, lighting and 
appliance needs. With our wide 
range of products you can make 
multiple selections at a single 
showroom, streamlining the design 
process. In addition to plumbing 
products, we also offer a variety of 
on-trend lighting fixtures, like the 
new Armstrong chandelier from 

Water Heaters, Rinnai delivers:
• Faster hot water provided by 
an integrated recirculation 
pump, internal bypass line 
inside the unit,  thermal bypass 
valve and 24-hour digital 
controller inside the box 
• Less time waiting, less water 
wasted 
• Easy installation and 
maintenance 

TO THE TRADE
www.rinnai.us

RINNAI

For innovative water heating 
solutions that enhance the way 
people live, look no further than 
Rinnai. In addition to providing an 
endless supply of hot water, energy 
savings, space-saving design and 
environmental benefits, Rinnai 
Tankless Water Heaters now boast 
another key product benefit: Hot 
Water Faster!

With the smart recirculation 
technology of our NEW Ultra Series 
RUR Model Condensing Tankless 

To The Trade

TTT_0516.indd   32 3/11/16   4:40 PM

Modern Market Designed Well To The Trade
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Dwell Experiential 
Dwell on Design Los Angeles 

The largest design event in the United States. Dwell on Design LA integrates an exhibition, 
design conference, home tours, design week, and professional education, into a festival of 
modern design showcasing the people, products and ideas that drive modern design and 
architecture today.

WHAT AND WHEN  
Trade Day and Exhibition  June 24, 2016  
Design Seminars and Exhibition  June 25 - 26, 2016  
Dwell Design Week  June 20 - 23, 2016  
Home Tours  June 19, June 25 - 26, 2016 
Toyota Prius Test Drives  June 25 - 26, 2016

WHERE  
Los Angeles Convention Center, South Hall 

WHO  
30,000+ Design Savvy Attendees (72% Trade | 28% Consumers)  
400 Exhibitors  •  250 Speakers

FEATURING  
3 Stages with All Day Programming  •  Cultural Exhibits  •  Prefab Structures  
Student Exhibits  •  Designer and Architect Consults  •  Continuing Education Units (CEUs)

EXHIBIT SPACE AND SPONSORSHIPS  
In-line Space $47/ft2  • Island Space - $46/ft2 • Dwell Outdoor - $45/ft2  

Sponsorship and Marketing Opportunities - rates available upon request 

ADVERTISING  
Dwell on Design Directory

©CREDIT
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Dwell Experiential 
designjunction + Dwell on Design New York

designjunction + Dwell on Design NY deviates from the standard “design show” format 
in that it constructs a forum for new ideas and a fresh point of view. Dwell’s audience of 
industry experts, thought leaders, and scholars come together for a high-level discussion 
that sparks debate and encourages open dialogue regarding topics that are rapidly 
evolving within the world of contract design.

WHAT AND WHEN  
Trade Day and Exhibition  May 13, 2016 
Design Seminars and Exhibition  May14 - 15, 2016 
Dwell Design Week  May 9 - 15, 2016

WHERE  
Art Beam, Chelsea, New York

WHO  
5,000 Design Elite (70% Trade | 30% Consumers) 
60+ Design Installations  •  45+ Speakers

FEATURING  
Main Stage with All Day Programming 
Continuing Education Units (CEUs)

EXHIBIT SPACE AND SPONSORSHIPS  
Space - $40/ft2 

Sponsorship and Marketing Opportunities - rates available upon request 

ADVERTISING  
Dwell on Design Directory

©CREDIT
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Dwell Experiential 
Home Tours

Back by popular demand, Dwell has reimagined and reinvigorated one of our most beloved 
events series: Home Tours. In 2016, Dwell Home Tours is going coast-to-coast to explore 
all of the amazing architecture it has inspired. 

Making 7 stops, guests will experience a group of private homes curated by Dwell’s editors 
for an unprecedented look at amazing architecture. 

Each market kicks off with a “”Meet the Architects”” evening in which the architects who 
designed the home tell their design stories, inspiration behind their works, challenges they 
faced, the design process, etc.

SCHEDULE

San Diego Saturday, April 16 Meet the Architects: Friday, April 15

Manhattan Saturday, May 14 Meet the Architects: Thursday, May 12

Scottsdale Saturday May 21 Meet the Architects: Friday, May 20th

Los Angeles Sunday, June 19 Meet the Architects: Thursday, June 16

Portland Saturday, August 27 Meet the Architects: Friday, August 26

Silicon Valley Saturday, September 24 Meet the Architects: Friday, September 23

Marin Saturday, October 1 Meet the Architects: Friday, September 30

©CREDIT
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Dwell Insights 
Group 
The Dwell Insights Group (DIG) is an independent market research division of Dwell Life, 
Inc. DIG identifies, tracks, and contextualizes emerging trends and shifts in consumer 
attitudes and behaviors through ongoing panel-based research. The Inside Dwell Panel 
is comprised of more nearly 8,000 exclusive and pre-screened members including both 
Trade and Non-Trade/General Consumers. The panel serves as the foundation for the 
majority of the DIG’s syndicated and proprietary studies. Third-party or proprietary lists can 
also be used for custom research projects.

In addition to the Inside Dwell Panel, DIG has conducted studies for a broad range of 
companies and industries including automotive, technology, packaged goods, travel, as 
well as home appliances and furnishings.

SYNDICATED STUDIES AND REPORTS

•  New Face of Affluence: Annual survey focused on the trends, attitudes,  
and behaviors of “New Affluents”

•  Design Matters: Ongoing studies exploring the expanding role of design,  
the design-driven consumer

• Brand Value Scorecard Surveys: Category and brand-specific deep dives
• Spotlight Surveys: Topic-focused studies
•  Proview Surveys: Trend or topic-focused studies conducted among  

Inside Dwell Panel Design Pros
• Custom Research Services: Brand Tracking Surveys and Copy Testing

PRICING
For pricing, contact Michele Gerus, Director DIG, michele@dwell.com

© Photo by Jack Thompson
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Brand Partnership Contacts
Michela O'Connor Abrams  
President and CEO  
415-373-5101 
michela@dwell.com 

Production 
Laura McLaughlin 
Production Director 
646-681-6338 
adproduction@dwell.com

DIG
Michele Gerus,  
Director, Dwell Insights Group 
619-564-6066 
michele@dwell.com

Amy Lloyd 
VP Brand Partnerships 
747-233-3744 
alloyd@dwell.com

Editorial 
For editorial inquiries please email edit@dwell.com

NORTHWEST

Meredith Barberich  
Brand Director  
415-342-8830 
mbarberich@dwell.com

SOUTHWEST

Kevin Carr 
Brand Director 
310-384-5656 
kevin@dwell.com

EAST

Jennifer Edmonds  
Brand Director  
312-550-6936 
jedmonds@dwell.com

Jessica Scholti  
Brand Director 
646-681-6332 
jessica@dwell.com

MIDWEST

Michelle Baby 
Brand Director  
312-933-7337 
mbaby@dwell.com 

Jenny Schlesinger 
Brand Director 
310-770-8645 
jenny@dwell.com

Brand Directors

Shauna Margolis 
Executive Director, Digital 
Marketing Development 
646-681-6333 
shauna@dwell.com

Jenna Page 
Marketing Manager 
415-373-5100 
jenna@dwell.com

Marketing

Tammy Scott  
Director, Home Tours  
and Custom Events  
917-210-174 
tscott@dwell.com

Rigo Retana  
Sales Manager,  
Dwell on Design 
972-536-6311 
rigo.retana@informa.com 

Experiential

Doree Antig 
Integrated Sales Associate 
747-233-3744 
doree@dwell.com

Crystal Denner 
Sales and Marketing Planner 
646-681-6325 
crystal@dwell.com

Planners

© Photo by Carlos Chavarría


